A q-dierence analog of the sixth Painlev e equation is presented. It arises as the condition for preserving the connection matrix of linear q-dierence equations, in close analogy with the monodromy preserving deformation of linear dierential equations. The continuous limit and special solutions in terms of q-hypergeometric functions are also discussed.
Introduction
Recently the introduction of the singularity connement method [1] has led to interesting developments in discrete integrable systems. Dierence equations are usually given in the form of iterated rational mappings, whose poles may give rise to innities at particular input values of solutions. The intriguing idea of the singularity connement is to demand that after a nite iteration steps these innities disappear and the memory of the input data be recovered. It can be viewed as a discrete counterpart of the Painlev e property. As is well known, the latter was the leading principle in the classication of the Painlev e equations. In the same spirit, the singularity connement test has led to the discovery of dierence analogs of several types of the Painlev e equations [2] . To our knowledge, dierence versions of the Painlev e equations are known except for the sixth type P V I .
Another important aspect of the Painlev e equations is their connection to monodromy preserving deformation of linear dierential equations. Already in the classic paper of Birkho [3] , the generalized Riemann problem was studied for linear dierential, dierence and q-dierence equations in parallel. An obvious next step would be to discuss the dierence or q-dierence version of the deformation theory. However we have been unable to nd such an attempt in the literature. In the present article we report a simple non-trivial example of this problem. Namely we study the deformation of a 222 matrix system of linear q-dierence equations analogous to the linear dierential equaitons underlying P V I . As a result we nd a rst order system of q-dierence equations, which we call q-P V I equation (see (19){(20)). We shall also discuss some features of q-P V I .
The text is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall known results concerning the analytic theory of linear q-dierence equations. In Section 3 we illustrate their deformations on the particular example mentioned above, and derive a linear q-dierence system with respect to the deformation parameter. The compatibility condition between the original and the deformation equations is worked out in Section 4, where we nd the q-P V I equation. We show in Section 5 that it reduces in the continuous limit q ! 1 to a rst order system equivalent to the original P V I . In Section 6 we discuss special solutions given in terms qhypergeometric functions, which exist for special choice of parameters. The nal Section is devoted to discussions.
Linear q-dierence systems
In this section we recall briey the classical theory of linear q-dierence equations [3] which will be used later. Throughout this article we x a complex number q such that 0 < jqj < 1.
Consider an m 2 m matrix system with polynomial coecients
More general case of a rational A(x) can be reduced to this case by solving scalar q-dierence equations. We assume A 0 ; A N are semisimple and invertible. Denoting by j , j (1 j m) the eigenvalues of A 0 and A N respectively, we assume further that of (1) with the following properties:
Here b Y 0 (x) (resp. b Y 1 (x)) is a holomorphic and invertible matrix at x = 0 (resp. at x = 1)
Let j (j = 1; 1 1 1 ; mN) denote the zeroes of det A(x). The q-dierence equation ( 
The connection matrix P (x) is introduced by
Clearly P (qx) = P (x). It is known to be expressible in terms of elliptic theta functions. It plays a role analogous to that of the monodromy matrices for dierential equations.
Connection preserving deformation
In the theory of monodromy preserving deformation of linear dierential equations, one introduces extra parameter(s) t in the coecient matrix and demand that the monodromy stay constant with respect to t. Analogously, in the setting of q-dierence equations, one demands that the connection matrix stay pseudo-constant in t, namely that P (x; qt) = P(x; t). The natural candidate for the deformation parameters are the exponents j ; j at x = 0; 1 and the zeroes of det A(x). (Notice that, unlike the case of Fuchsian linear dierential equations on P 1 , the points x = 0; 1 play distinguished roles in the q-dierence systems.) Under appropriate conditions it can be shown that P (x; t) is pseudo-constant in t if and only if the corresponding solutions Y (x; t) = Y 0 (x; t); Y 1 (x; t) satisfy Y (x; qt) = B(x; t)Y (x; t);
where B(x; t) is rational in x (see Proposition 2 below). From now on, we will focus attention to the concrete example of a 2 2 2 system which is relevant to the q-P V I equation. Recall that the linear system of dierential equations associated with P V I has the form [4] If one na vely replaces d=dx by the q-dierentiation symbol D q = (1 0 q # )=(1 0 q)x (# = xd=dx) and multiplies through the denominator, one obtains a q-dierence system (1) with A 0 (t) has eigenvalues t 1 ; t 2 ; (10) det A(x; t) = 1 2 (x 0 ta 1 )(x 0 ta 2 )(x 0 a 3 )(x 0 a 4 ):
Here the parameters j ; j ; a j are independent of t. Clearly we have In what follows we will normalize Y 1 (x) by b Y 1 (1) = I. Using (4), (5), we nd that the only poles in 0 < jxj < 1 common to both sides are x = qta i (i = 1; 2). Moreover (3) along with the normalization of Y 1 (x) imply that the left hand side behaves as I + O(x 01 ) at x = 1. Similarly (2) implies that the right hand side behaves like O(x) at x = 0 (notice that D 0 is proportional to t). The proposition is an immediate consequence of these properties.
Derivation of q-P V I
The compatibility condition for the systems (1), (7) reads A(x; qt)B(x; t) = B(qx; t)A(x; t)
where A(x; t) and B(x; t) are given respectively by (9) and (12). We will now work out the implications of (13) and nd the q-P V I equation. Dene y = y(t), z i = z i (t) (i = 1; 2) by A 12 (y; t) = 0; A 11 (y; t) = 1 z 1 ; A 22 (y; t) = 2 z 2 ;
so that z 1 z 2 = (y0ta 1 )(y 0ta 2 )(y0a 3 )(y 0a 4 ). In terms of y; z 1 ; z 2 and (9){(11), the matrix A(x; t) can be parametrized as follows.
A(x; t) = 1 ((x 0 y)(x 0 ) + z 1 ) 2 w(x 0 y) 1 The quantity w = w(t) is related to the`gauge' freedom, and does not enter the nal result for the q-P V I equation.
The compatibility (13) is equivalent to A(qa i t; qt) (qa i tI + B 0 (t)) = 0 (i = 1; 2) (15) (qa i tI + B 0 (t)) A(a i t; t) = 0 (i = 1; 2) (16) A 0 (qt)B 0 (t) = qB 0 (t)A 0 (t):
Substituting the parametrization above one obtains a set of q-dierence equations among the quantities y; z 1 ,etc. We will not go into the details of the cumbersome calculation, but merely state the result. We call (19){(20) q-P V I system, or simply q-P V I equation. Note that the number of parameters can be reduced to 4 by rescaling y; z; t; e.g. one can choose a 1 a 2 = 1; a 3 a 4 = 1;b 1 b 2 = q; b 3 b 4 = 1. Written in the rst order form, the map (y; z) 7 ! (y; z) is birational. Upon elimination of z, however, y becomes double-valued as a function of y and y.
One can verify without diculty that the q-P V I system (19){(20) possesses the singularity connement property in the sense of [1, 2] . At this moment we do not know how it is related to the other discrete P V {P I equations (see [2] and references therein).
Remark.
It is worth mentioning that the q-P III equation [2] has a very similar form in the notation of [7] , and rename the parameters q 
Continuous limit
From the construction one expects that in the continuous limit the q-P V I equation reduces to the P V I dierential equation. Here by continuous limit we mean the limit = 1 0 q ! 0. In view of the relation (8) 
This is a rst order system equivalent to the P V I dierential equation.
Special solutions
At particular values of parameters, the system (19){(20) decouples into a pair of q-Riccati equations, in exactly the same way as do the other discrete Painlev e equations [5, 6, 7] . Namely, assume that 
Discussions
In this note we studied a deformation of a linear q-dierence system, which led to the q-P V I equation. The argument presented here has a very general character. We feel the subject warrants further investigation to develop a general theory of deformation in the dierence/qdierence setting, including -functions, symplectic structure, Schlesinger transforms and symmetries. Another interesting problem is to explore an analog of Okamoto's space of initial conditions [8] , in connection with the ane Weyl group symmetry of the Painlev e equaitons [9] . This might shed light to the geometric meaning of the singularity connement.
